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= Personal Growth and Team Success 



Benefits of Working in teams

Extensive combined knowledge and 
experience

Can accomplish more than individuals 
alone

Diverse perspectives

Members learn from each other 

Improved creativity

Greater productivity

Faster problem-solving

Create a sense of community and 
improve morale



Working with others is difficult 





Disagreements and conflict are 
ubiquitous when working with others





How we manage conflict is what really 
matters









Effective Feedback



What is Feedback?
Feedback is information provided to recipients about their behavior, 
performance, or understanding

The purpose of feedback is to facilitate self-awareness and behavioral 
reinforcement (positive feedback) or change (development feedback)

Feedback provides recipients with a comparison of their performance to a 
certain standard or goal with the aim of helping the recipient improve 





POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL

Reinforces the behavior you want Redirects behavior when change is needed





However, people are bad at giving 
effective feedback 





How do we provide effective feedback? 









A Model for Feedback 

Adapted from Center for Creative Leadership

S B I
Situation Behavior Impact

Set the context. Help the 
person focus on what you are 

referring to.

Focus on the objective
behavior to be repeated or 

changed.

Share the direct impact of the 
behavior.





A Model for Feedback 

Adapted from Center for Creative Leadership

S B I
Situation Behavior Impact

Set the context. 
Help put the person 
in the focus on what 
you are referring to.

Focus on the 
objective behavior 
to be repeated or 

changed.

Share the direct 
impact of the 

behavior.

A
Alternative

Share an alternative 
behavior to use next 

time.





Seek involvement 
from the performer 
to identify different 
actions next time.

A Model for Feedback 

Adapted from Center for Creative Leadership

S B I
Situation Behavior Impact

Set the context. 
Help put the person 
in the focus on what 
you are referring to.

Focus on the 
objective behavior 
to be repeated or 

changed.

Share the direct 
impact of the 

behavior.

AI
Inquire



















How do we effectively receive feedback? 









Action Plan Example

Slide 42

What to Work Toward How, Where, and When Metrics for achievement

Speak up more in team meetings Prior to meetings, prepare specific 
points that you want to make 

More speaking time in 
meetings

Everyone completing their part of 
the work by the deadline

Make a timeline for when 
deliverables are due that everyone 

has access to 

Check-in with reminders

Take personal responsibility for your 
role on the team

Completion of individual work 
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